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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a structure of
a conductive path that includes a conductor and a cov-
ering member covering the conductor. Furthermore, the
present invention relates to a wire harness that includes
a plurality of conductive paths.

Background Art

[0002] Recently, hybrid motor vehicles and electric
motor vehicles as eco cars have been attracting interest.
Furthermore, a distribution rate thereof has increased.
Hybrid motor vehicles and electric motor vehicles are
equipped with a motor as a power source. In order to
drive the motor, there is a need to electrically connect a
portion between the battery and the inverter, and a por-
tion between the inverter and the motor by a high voltage
wire harness. The high voltage wire harness includes a
plurality of high voltage wires that is conductive paths.
[0003] A plurality of high voltage wire harnesses is sug-
gested. As an example thereof, there is a wire harness
disclosed in Patent Literature 1 described below.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004] [PTL1] JP-A-2004-224156
[0005] Further, patent document EP0036243 disclos-
es in Figures 8 and 10 a connector for a high voltage
connection. In particular, the connector comprises a con-
ductor 86 shaped as a screw. The conductor is screwed
in a bushing 42 which is insulating. Further, the pin 86 is
also screwed into the corresponding hole in a connector
10 illustrated in Figure 10.
[0006] Patent Document US5213517 showing the pre-
amble of claim 1 discloses a connector having a pin 12
and a socket 14. The pin 12 comprises a portion 41 for
an electrical contact with socket contact 46 placed with
socket 14. As can be seen in Figure 1, the element 41 is
surrounded by the pin 12 while the element 46 is sur-
rounded by socket 14. Thus, upon separation of the pin
from the socket, the electrically connecting elements 41
and 46 are prevented from touching any element external
to the pin 12 and/or the socket 14.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0007] When an impact is applied to the hybrid motor
vehicle or the electric motor vehicle from the outside, that
is, when a collision or the like occurs, the high voltage
wire constituting the wire harness may be cut off. When
considering a case where the high voltage wire is cut off,

whereby the peeled-out conductor comes into contact
with a member having conductivity, device, vehicle body
frame or the like, it is evident that great electric current
flows into the above conductive member, device vehicle
body frame or the like, which is very dangerous.

Solution to Problem

[0008] The present invention was made in view of the
above circumstances, and an object thereof is to provide
a conductive path structure and a wire harness capable
of ensuring stability even when the conductive path is cut
off.
[0009] The above-mentioned object is achieved by the
teaching of independent claim 1.
[0010] According to an embodiment, there is provided
a conductive path structure comprising:

a conductor that includes a first conductive portion
and a second conductive portion which are connect-
ed to each other through a cut-off facilitating portion;
a first covering member that covers the first conduc-
tive portion and the cut-off facilitating portion; and
a second covering member that covers the second
conductive portion and the cut-off facilitating portion,
wherein the second covering member covers the cut-
off facilitating portion through the first covering mem-
ber; and
wherein the second covering member slidably cov-
ers the first covering member.

[0011] According to the present invention having such
configuration, when the conductive path is cut off, a first
end portion of the first covering member is present at the
outside of one conductor end portion cut and separated
in the position of the cut-off facilitating portion, whereby
the contact to other member is restricted. Furthermore,
a second end portion of the second covering member is
also present at the outside of the other conductor end
portion cut and separated, whereby the contact to other
member is also restricted. According to the present in-
vention, even when the conductive path is cut off, the
conductor end portion is not exposed.
[0012] In addition, according to the present invention,
by providing the cut-off facilitating portion in the conduc-
tor, it is possible to control a cuttable position of the con-
ductive path.
[0013] Preferably, the second covering member cov-
ers the cut-off facilitating portion through a gap, and the
first covering member is arranged so as to be inserted
into the gap.
[0014] Preferably, the first covering member directly
covers the cut-off facilitating portion.
[0015] Preferably, the cut-off facilitating portion is a
conductive portion of the conductor on which a groove
is formed.
[0016] Preferably, the cut-off facilitating portion is a
conductive portion of the conductor on which a notch is
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formed.
[0017] Preferably, the cut-off facilitating portion is a
conductive portion of the conductor in which a through
hole is formed.
[0018] Preferably, the cut-off facilitating portion is a
conductive portion of the conductor having a thin portion
thinner than the first and second conductive portions.
[0019] Preferably, a material of the first covering mem-
ber is different from a material of the second covering
member.
[0020] Also, the first covering member may be provid-
ed by an over-mold process, and the second covering
member may be provided by an over-mold process dif-
ferent from that of the first covering member.
[0021] According to the above configuration, when the
conductor is cut off in the position of the cut-off facilitating
portion, at the same time, the first end portion of the first
covering member and the second end portion of the sec-
ond covering member are separated from each other.
According to the present invention, since the over-molds
are different from each other, an unintended separation
is not generated in which one of the first end portion and
the second end portion is attached to the other thereof,
and thus the conductor is not exposed.
[0022] In the present invention, the different over-
molds refer to over-molds in which the timings of the
molding are different from each other, the molding ma-
terials are different from each other or the like.
[0023] Furthermore, there is provided a wire harness
including a plurality of conductive paths each having the
conductive path structure described above.
[0024] According to the above configuration, since the
wire harness includes the plurality of conductive paths
of the structure in which the conductor end portion is not
exposed, even when the conductive path is cut off, the
stability is ensured.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0025] According to the present invention described
above, an effect is exhibited in which the exposure of the
conductive end portions of the conductor can be prevent-
ed even when the conductor is cut off. Thus, an effect is
exhibited in which the stability can be ensured.
[0026] According to the present invention described
above, an effect is exhibited in which the first end portion
of the first covering member and the second end portion
of the second covering member can be reliably separated
from each other. Thus, an effect is exhibited in which the
exposure of the conductive end portion can be more re-
liably prevented.
[0027] According to the present invention described
above, an effect is exhibited in which the wire harness
having high stability can be provided.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0028]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram that shows an arrange-
ment example of a wire harness of the present in-
vention.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the wire harness.
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the wire harness.
Fig. 4 is a bottom view of a conductor.
Fig. 5A is an enlarged perspective view of circle por-
tion B of Fig. 4, and Figs. 5B and 5C are enlarged
perspective views of modified examples.
Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a circle
portion A of Fig. 3 that shows a conductive path struc-
ture of the present invention.
Fig. 7 is an enlarged cross-sectional view that shows
a cut-off state.

Description of Embodiments

[0029] A conductive path structure of the present in-
vention is a structure of a conductive path that restricts
contact of a conductor to other member by a first end
portion of a first covering member to be existed at the
outside of one conductor end portion of the conductor
which is cut and divided at a position of the cut-off facil-
itating portion. Furthermore, the conductive path struc-
ture is a structure of the conductive path that restricts
contact of the conductor to other member by a second
end portion of a second covering member to also be ex-
isted at the outside of the other conductor end portion
which is cut and separated. A wire harness of the present
invention includes a plurality of conductive paths of such
a structure.

Example

[0030] Hereinafter, an embodiment will be described
with reference to the drawings. Fig. 1 is a schematic di-
agram that shows an accessory example of the wire har-
ness of the present invention. Furthermore, Fig. 2 is a
perspective view of the wire harness, Fig. 3 is a cross-
sectional view of the wire harness, Fig. 4 is a bottom view
of the conductor, Figs. 5A to 5C are enlarged perspective
views of a circle portion B of Fig. 4, Fig. 6 is an enlarged
cross-sectional view of a circle portion A of Fig. 3 that
shows a conductive path structure of the present inven-
tion, and Fig. 7 is an enlarged cross-sectional view that
shows a cut-off state.
[0031] The wire harness of this embodiment is aimed
at being placed in a hybrid motor vehicle or an electric
motor vehicle. Hereinafter, the hybrid motor vehicle will
be described as an example (even in the case of the
electric motor vehicle, the configuration, the structure and
the effect of the wire harness of the present invention are
basically identical. Furthermore, the present invention
can be applied to a normal motor vehicle or the like with-
out being limited to a hybrid motor vehicle or an electric
motor vehicle).
[0032] In Fig. 1, reference numeral 1 indicates a hybrid
motor vehicle. The hybrid motor vehicle 1 is a vehicle
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that mixes powers from an engine 2 and a motor unit 3
to drive. Electric power from a battery (a battery pack)
(not shown) is supplied to the motor unit 3 via an inverter
unit 4. The engine 2, the motor unit 3, and the inverter
unit 4 are installed (mounted) in an engine room 5 of a
position where a front wheel or the like is present in this
embodiment. Furthermore, the battery (not shown) is in-
stalled (mounted) in a motor vehicle interior present in
the rear part of the engine room 5 or a motor vehicle rear
portion in which a rear wheel or the like is present.
[0033] The motor unit 3 and the inverter unit 4 are con-
nected to each other by a wire harness 21 adapted to
high voltage. Furthermore, the battery (not shown) and
the inverter unit 4 are connected to each other by a high
voltage wire harness 6. The wire harness 6 is arranged
from the engine room 5 to the bottom floor, which is a
ground side of a floor panel.
[0034] Herein, a supplementary description will be
made on this embodiment. The motor unit 3 includes a
motor and a generator. Furthermore, the inverter unit 4
includes an inverter and a converter. The motor unit 3 is
formed as a motor assembly including a shield case 7.
Furthermore, the inverter unit 4 is also formed as an in-
verter assembly including a shield case 8. The battery
(not shown) is a Ni-MH-based battery or a Li-ion-based
battery and is formed in a module shape. Furthermore,
for example, it is also possible to use an electricity storage
device such as a capacitor. The battery (not shown) is
not particularly limited as long as it can be used in the
hybrid motor vehicle 1 or the electric motor vehicle.
[0035] The inverter unit 4 is placed and fixed immedi-
ately over the motor unit 3 in this embodiment. That is,
the inverter unit 4 and the motor unit 3 are placed so as
to come into close contact with each other. Due to such
an installation state, the wire harness 21 is shortened.
Concerning the inverter unit 4 and the motor unit 3, ref-
erence numeral 9 indicates a fixing leg portion for being
placed and fixed immediately over the motor unit 3.
[0036] In the drawings, an arrow X indicates a vertical
direction of the vehicle. Furthermore, an arrow Y indi-
cates a left and right direction of the vehicle (a width di-
rection of the vehicle). Additionally, an arrow Z indicates
a front and back direction of the vehicle.
[0037] Firstly, a configuration and a structure relating
to the wire harness 21 of this embodiment will be specif-
ically described.
[0038] In Figs. 2 and 3, the wire harness 21 includes
a harness main body 22, a motor side connector 23 pro-
vided in one end of the harness main body 22, and an
inverter side connector 24 provided in the other end of
the harness main body 22. The motor side connector 23
and the inverter side connector 24 include a part of the
harness main body 22.
[0039] The harness main body 22 includes a plurality
(herein, three) of high voltage conductive paths 25 (con-
ductive paths) aligned on approximately the same plane
at predetermined intervals, and an electromagnetic
shield member 26 that collectively covers the plurality of

high voltage conductive paths 25.
[0040] The high voltage conductive paths 25 have a
conductor main body 27, and connection portions 28 and
29 that are continuously provided at one end and the
other end of the conductor main body 27. In this embod-
iment, the conductor main body 27 and the connection
portions 28 and 29 correspond to the conductor (if the
connection portion is a terminal fitting, the conductor
main body corresponds to the conductor). Furthermore,
the high voltage conductive paths 25 have a first over-
mold portion 30 (first covering member) provided outside
the conductor main body 27, besides the conductor main
body 27 and the connection portions 28 and 29.
[0041] The connection portion 28 connected to one
end of the conductor main body 27 is provided as a por-
tion that constitutes a part of the motor side connector
23. Furthermore, similarly, the connection portion 29 con-
nected to the other end of the conductor main body 27
is also provided as a portion that constitutes a portion of
the inverter side connector 24.
[0042] In Fig. 4, the conductor main body 27 and the
connection portions 28 and 29 are conductors constitut-
ing the conductive path as mentioned above, and are
formed by pressing a metal plate (that is made of copper,
copper alloy or aluminum) having conductivity in this em-
bodiment. The conductor main body 27 and the connec-
tion portions 28 and 29 are formed in a bus bar (a band
plate shape) shape having a predetermined conductor
width and thickness.
[0043] Furthermore, the conductor is not limited to the
bus bar shape. For example, a conductor (a rod shape)
formed by twisting the strand, or a conductor (for exam-
ple, a conductor formed of a straight angle single core or
a circular single core) having a section of a rectangular
shape or a round shape may be adopted. The conductor
is not particularly limited if it can be provided in a cut-off
facilitating portion 32 described later, that is if a cuttable
portion is provided.
[0044] The conductor main body 27 is formed in a
curved shape of an approximately crank shape when
viewed from a plane in this embodiment (it may be
straight). In the middle of such a conductor main body
27, a tolerance absorption portion 31 is provided. Fur-
thermore, in a predetermined position becoming the con-
nection portion 28 side of the conductor main body 27,
the cut-off facilitating portion 32 is provided.
[0045] The tolerance absorption portion 31 is formed
so that it can hold a predetermined displacement or a
shape. The tolerance absorption portion 31 is formed so
as to have a mountain shape (a valley shape) in this
embodiment (the shape is an example). As a more spe-
cific shape, the tolerance absorption portion 31 is formed
in a semicircular shape. The tolerance absorption portion
31 is formed so that it can promote a decline in rigidity
of the conductor main body 27, in other words, it can
facilitate bending or stretching (so that it can facilitate
displacement, and so that it can facilitate mobility).
[0046] In addition, the tolerance absorption portion 31
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is formed so that it can maintain the state after the bend-
ing or the stretching thereof. That is, the tolerance ab-
sorption portion 31 is formed so that it does not return to
the state before the bending or the stretching (slight re-
turning is not a problem and the tolerance absorption
portion 31 may return so that the operability or the con-
nection reliability is not affected).
[0047] In the tolerance absorption portion 31, a slit 33
is formed. The slit 33 is formed in the middle of the con-
ductor width direction in the tolerance absorption portion
31. Furthermore, the slit 33 is formed so as to be extended
in a direction approximately intersecting the conductor
width direction. The slit 33 is formed as a portion that
further promotes a decline in rigidity in the tolerance ab-
sorption portion 31. Since a reduction in cross-sectional
area is not generated due to the formation of the slit 33
in the tolerance absorption portion 31, the tolerance ab-
sorption portion 31 is formed so as to slightly bulge out-
side in the conductor width direction.
[0048] Furthermore, one tolerance absorption portion
31 is provided in the conductor main body 27 in this em-
bodiment, but the provision is not limited thereto. Fur-
thermore, the tolerance absorption portion 31 is provided
in an approximately center position of the conductor main
body 27, the provision is not limited thereto. That is, the
tolerance absorption portion 31 may be provided in the
number and the place necessary for a predetermined
displacement or the like.
[0049] In Figs. 4, and 5A to 5C, the cut-off facilitating
portion 32 is provided as a cuttable portion in the con-
ductor main body 27. Furthermore, for example, when
external force such as a collision is applied to a vehicle,
the cut-off facilitating portion 32 is provided as a portion
that is cut off right ahead in the conductor main body 27.
[0050] The cut-off facilitating portion 32 is configured
that a groove 32a is formed over the whole periphery of
a bus bar as shown in Fig. 5A, that a V shaped groove
or a U shaped groove is formed in a plane portion of a
bus bar although it is not shown, that the notch 32b is
formed in both side portions of the bus bar as shown in
Fig. 5B, that both of the hole 32c penetrating a plane
portion of the bus bar and the notch 32b as shown in Fig.
5C, or that the bus bar plane portion is pressed so as to
be a thinly form, although it is not particularly shown, or
the like.
[0051] Furthermore, the cut-off facilitating portion 32
is placed in a predetermined position becoming the con-
nection portion 28 side of the conductor main body 27
as mentioned above, but the placement is not limited
thereto.
[0052] In regard to the cut-off facilitating portion, a case
is considered where the cut-off facilitating portion 32
mentioned above is not provided. As an example of this
case, it is provided the tolerance absorption portion 31
having the slit 33 to function as the cut-off facilitating por-
tion.
[0053] In Figs. 2, 3, and 6, the first over-mold portion
30 is provided as a covering member having the insula-

tion property and flexibility. The first over-mold portion
30 can protect the conductor main body 27, and can per-
form waterproofing or the like. The first over-mold portion
30 is formed by over-molding the conductor main body
27 by the use of elastomer such as rubber or thermo-
plastic elastomer.
[0054] In this embodiment, a covering range (refer-
ence numerals omitted) shown by the first over-mold por-
tion 30 corresponds to the first covering target portion.
[0055] The first over-mold portion 30 has a first terminal
portion 34 as one end portion (this portion is located at
the connection portion 28 side). The first terminal portion
34 covers the cut-off facilitating portion 32. Furthermore,
the first terminal portion 34 does not expose one conduc-
tor end portion 46 described later.
[0056] In Figs. 2 to 4, the connection portions 28 and
29 are formed so as to match the form of a connection
portion (not shown) in the motor unit 3 and the inverter
unit 4 (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, the connection portions
28 and 29 are formed so as to match the forms of the
motor side connector 23 and the inverter side connector
24. In this embodiment, connection portions (not shown)
of the connection portion 28 and the motor unit 3 can
overlap with each other and be fastened with a bolt and
a nut, and connection portions (not shown) of the con-
nection portion 29 and the inverter unit 4 can overlap with
each other and be fastened with a bolt and a nut. In the
respective tip positions of the connection portions 28 and
29, through holes 35 are formed.
[0057] In Figs. 2 to 7, the electromagnetic shield mem-
ber 26 is a member for exhibiting an electromagnetic
shield function, and is configured by, for example, form-
ing a braid or a metal foil in a cylinder shape. The elec-
tromagnetic shield member 26 is formed to have a length
that covers the motor side connector 23 and the inverter
side connector 24 in this embodiment.
[0058] The electromagnetic shield member 26 is gen-
erally fixed by the use of a shield shell. However, in this
embodiment, the electromagnetic shield member 26 is
fixed by the use of the fastening fixing member 36 having
the conductivity, and a bolt (not shown) that can fasten
the fastening fixing member 36 to the shield case 7 of
the motor unit 3 and the shield case 8 (see Fig. 1) of the
inverter unit 4. The fastening fixing member 36 has a
terminal pressing portion 37 formed in an annulus plate
shape, and a pair of fixing portions 38 connected to the
terminal pressing portion 37. In the pair of fixing portions
38, bolt insertion holes (the reference numerals are omit-
ted) relative to the bolt (not shown) are formed there-
through.
[0059] The electromagnetic shield member 26 forms
a relief portion relative to a pair of fixing portions 38 in
the terminal portion. When inserting the terminal pressing
portion 37 with the terminal portion faced the outside ther-
eon, and turning over the terminal portion to the inside
after the insertion to pass through the inner edge of the
terminal pressing portion 37, a holding portion of an ap-
proximately bag shape is hereby formed to enable the
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fastening fixing member 36 to be held. Moreover, when
fixing the fastening fixing member 36 by a bolt (not
shown), the terminal portion of the electromagnetic shield
member 26 is interposed between the terminal pressing
portion 37 and the shield case 7 (8), whereby the elec-
trical connection is also completed.
[0060] In Figs. 2 and 3, the motor side connector 23
includes the connection portion 28 in the high voltage
conductive path 25. Furthermore, the motor side connec-
tor 23 includes a housing portion 39 that is provided by
over-molding the connection portion 28, and a second
over-mold portion 40 (a second covering member). The
tip of the motor side connector 23 is inserted into the
shield case 7 (see Fig. 1) of the motor unit 3, and the
inner portion thereof is electrically connected.
[0061] The housing portion 39 is formed in a shape
that can exhibit the function as a connector housing. In
a tip outer edge of the housing portion 39, a rubber pack-
ing 41 is provided. In the rear end of the housing portion
39, the second over-mold portion 40 is continuously
formed. The housing portion 39 and the second over-
mold portion 40 are formed concurrently by the over-
mold.
[0062] In Figs. 3 and 6, the second over-mold portion
40 is provided as a covering member having the insula-
tion property. The second over-mold portion 40 can pro-
tect the connection portion 28, and can perform the wa-
terproofing or the like. The end portion of the second
over-mold portion 40 is formed as a second terminal por-
tion 42.
[0063] The second terminal portion 42 covers the first
terminal portion 34 in a separatable manner. Further-
more, the second terminal portion 42 covers the cut-off
facilitating portion 32 in the state of interposing the first
terminal portion 34. Moreover, the second terminal por-
tion 42 does not expose the other conductor end portion
47 described later.
[0064] In this embodiment, a covering range (refer-
ence numerals omitted) shown by the second over-mold
portion 40 corresponds to the second covering target por-
tion.
[0065] In Figs. 2 and 3, similar to the motor side con-
nector 23, the inverter side connector 24 includes the
connection portion 29 in the high voltage conductive path
25. Furthermore, the inverter side connector 24 includes
a housing portion 43 that is provided by over-molding the
connection portion 29, and a third over-mold portion 44.
The tip of the inverter side connector 24 is inserted into
the shield case 8 (see Fig. 1) of the inverter unit 4, and
the inner portion thereof is electrically connected.
[0066] The housing portion 43 is formed in a shape
that has a function as a connector housing. In a tip outer
edge of the housing portion 43, a rubber packing 45 is
provided. In the rear end of the housing portion 43, the
third over-mold portion 44 is continuously formed. The
third over-mold portion 44 is formed similarly to the sec-
ond over-mold portion 40.
[0067] Next, the arrangement of the wire harness 21

will be described based on the configuration and the
structure mentioned above.
[0068] In Figs. 1 to 3, in the arrangement of the wire
harness 21, an operation is firstly performed in which the
motor side connector 23 is connected and fixed to the
motor unit 3, and the terminal portion (a terminal portion
of one end side) of the electromagnetic shield member
26 via the fastening fixing member 36 and a bolt (not
shown) is connected and fixed to the shield case 7. When
the connection and fixing are completed by the operation,
one end of the wire harness 21 enters a fixed state.
[0069] When one end of the wire harness 21 is fixed,
next, an operation is performed in which the inverter side
connector 24 is connected and fixed to the inverter unit
4. Furthermore, an operation is performed in which the
terminal portion (a terminal portion of the other end side)
of the electromagnetic shield member 26 via the fasten-
ing fixing member 36 and a bolt (not shown) is connected
and fixed to the shield case 8. At this time, for example,
when a position deviation is generated in the inverter unit
4, or when a size tolerance is relatively increased, the
position of the inverter side connector 24 is displaced to
absorb the position deviation or the size tolerance, and
then the connection fixing is completed (since the wire
harness 21 has the tolerance absorption portion 31, the
displacement can be absorbed by the bending or the
stretching to arrow X, Y, and Z directions by the tolerance
absorption portion 31, whereby the position deviation or
the size tolerance can be absorbed).
[0070] Next, an operation of the wire harness 21, when
a collision occurs in the hybrid motor vehicle 1, will be
described.
[0071] In Fig. 1, when a case where a collision occurs
in the hybrid motor vehicle 1, the inverter unit 4 is, for
example, moved rearward with respect to the engine 2
and the motor unit 3. Since the wire harness 21 is con-
nected to the motor unit 3 and the inverter unit 4, when
the inverter unit 4 is moved rearward, the impact, which
pulls the wire harness 21, is applied to the wire harness
21.
[0072] When the impact is applied to the wire harness
21, the force is applied to the conductor main body 27 of
the high voltage conductive path 25 constituting the wire
harness 21, whereby, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the
conductor main body 27 is cut off at the position of the
cut-off facilitating portion 32. At this time, the conductor
main body 27 is divided into the one conductor end por-
tion 46 and the other conductor end portion 47. When
the conductor main body 27 is cut and divided at the
position of the cut-off facilitating portion 32, the first ter-
minal portion 34 of the first over-mold portion 30 and the
second terminal portion 42 of the second over-mold por-
tion 40 are separated from each other.
[0073] On the outside of the one conductor end portion
46, the first terminal portion 34 of the first over-mold por-
tion 30 is provided, whereby the electrical connection is
restricted from the one conductor end portion 46. Fur-
thermore, on the outside of the other conductor end por-
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tion 47, the second terminal portion 42 of the second
over-mold portion 40 is also provided, whereby the elec-
trical connection is restricted from the other conductor
end portion 47.
[0074] As mentioned with reference to Figs. 1 to 7, ac-
cording to the present invention, the exposure of one
conductor end portion 46 and the other conductor end
portion 47 can be prevented by the first terminal portion
34 and the second terminal portion 42 even when the
high voltage conductive path 25 is cut off. Thus, an effect
is exhibited in which the stability can be ensured. In ad-
dition, according to the present invention, the wire har-
ness 21 having high stability can be provided.
[0075] Although the invention has been illustrated and
described for the particular preferred embodiments, it is
apparent to a person skilled in the art that various chang-
es and modifications can be made on the basis of the
teachings of the invention.
[0076] The present application is based on Japanese
Patent Application No. 2010-198799 filed on September
6, 2010.

Industrial Applicability

[0077] A conductive path structure and a wire harness
capable of ensuring stability even when the conductive
path is cut off can be provided.

Reference Signs List

[0078]

1 hybrid motor vehicle
2 engine
3 motor unit
4 inverter unit
5 engine room
6 wire harness
21 wire harness
22 harness main body
23 motor side connector
24 inverter side connector
25 high voltage conductive path (conductive path)
26 electromagnetic shield member
27 conductor main body (conductor)
28, 29 connection portion (conductor)
30 first over-mold portion (first covering member)
31 tolerance absorption portion
32 cut-off facilitating portion
33 slit
34 first terminal portion
35 through hole
36 fastening fixing member
37 terminal pressing portion
38 fixing portion
39 housing portion
40 second over-mold portion (second covering

portion)

41 rubber packing
42 second terminal portion
43 housing portion
44 third over-mold portion
45 rubber packing
46 one conductor end portion
47 other conductor end portion

Claims

1. A wire harness including a plurality of conductive
paths, each conductive path comprising:

a conductor (27) that includes a first conductive
portion and a second conductive portion;
a first covering member (34) that covers the first
conductive portion and a cut-off facilitating por-
tion; and
a second covering member (42) that covers the
second conductive portion and the cut-off facil-
itating portion,
wherein the second covering member covers
the cut-off facilitating portion through the first
covering member; and
wherein the second covering member slidably
covers the first covering member characterized
in that
the first conductive portion and the second con-
ductive portion are connected to each other
through the cut-off facilitating portion (32).

2. The wire harness according to claim 1, wherein the
second covering member covers the cut-off facilitat-
ing portion through a gap; and
wherein the first covering member is arranged so as
to be inserted into the gap.

3. The wire harness according to claim 1, wherein the
first covering member directly covers the cut-off fa-
cilitating portion.

4. The wire harness according to claim 1, wherein a
material of the first covering member is different from
a material of the second covering member.

5. The wire harness according to claim 1, wherein the
cut-off facilitating portion is a conductive portion of
the conductor on which a groove is formed.

6. The wire harness according to claim 1, wherein the
cut-off facilitating portion is a conductive portion of
the conductor on which a notch is formed.

7. The wire harness according to claim 1, wherein the
cut-off facilitating portion is a conductive portion of
the conductor in which a through hole is formed
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8. The wire harness according to claim 1, wherein the
cut-off facilitating portion is a conductive portion of
the conductor having a thin portion thinner than the
first and second conductive portions.

Patentansprüche

1. Kabelbaum mit einer Vielzahl von Leiterpfaden, wo-
bei jeder Leiterpfad umfasst:

einen Leiter (27), der einen ersten leitenden Teil
und einen zweiten leitenden Teil enthält,
ein erstes Abdeckungsglied (34), das den ersten
leitenden Teil und einen Abschneidungs-Unter-
stützungsteil bedeckt, und
ein zweites Abdeckungsglied (42), das den
zweiten leitenden Teil und den Abschneidungs-
Unterstützungsteil bedeckt,
wobei das zweite Abdeckungsglied den Ab-
schneidungs-Unterstützungsteil über das erste
Abdeckungsglied bedeckt, und
wobei das zweite Abdeckungsglied das erste
Abdeckungsglied gleitbar bedeckt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der erste leitende Teil und der zweite leitende
Teil über den Abschneidungs-Unterstützungs-
teil (32) miteinander verbunden sind.

2. Kabelbaum nach Anspruch 1, wobei das zweite Ab-
deckungsglied den Abschneidungs-Unterstüt-
zungsteil über einen Zwischenraum bedeckt, und
wobei das erste Abdeckungsglied derart angeordnet
ist, dass es in den Zwischenraum eingesteckt ist.

3. Kabelbaum nach Anspruch 1, wobei das erste Ab-
deckungsglied den Abschneidungs-Unterstüt-
zungsteil direkt bedeckt.

4. Kabelbaum nach Anspruch 1, wobei sich das Mate-
rial des ersten Abdeckungsglieds von dem Material
des zweiten Abdeckungsglieds unterscheidet.

5. Kabelbaum nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Abschnei-
dungs-Unterstützungsteil ein leitender Teil des Lei-
ters ist, an dem eine Nut ausgebildet ist.

6. Kabelbaum nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Abschnei-
dungs-Unterstützungsteil ein leitender Teil des Lei-
ters ist, an dem eine Aussparung ausgebildet ist.

7. Kabelbaum nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Abschnei-
dungs-Unterstützungsteil ein leitender Teil des Lei-
ters ist, an dem ein Durchgangsloch ausgebildet ist.

8. Kabelbaum nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Abschnei-
dungs-Unterstützungsteil ein leitender Teil des Lei-
ters ist, der einen dünnen Teil aufweist, der dünner

als die ersten und zweiten leitenden Teile ist.

Revendications

1. Faisceau de câbles incluant une pluralité de trajets
conducteur, chaque trajet conducteur comprenant :

un conducteur (27) qui inclut une première partie
conductrice et une seconde partie conductrice ;
un premier élément couvrant (34) qui couvre la
première partie conductrice et une partie de fa-
cilitation de coupure ; et
un second élément couvrant (42) qui couvre la
seconde partie conductrice et la partie de faci-
litation de coupure,
dans lequel le second élément couvrant couvre
la partie de facilitation de coupure à travers le
premier élément couvrant ; et
dans lequel le second élément couvrant couvre
de manière coulissante le premier élément cou-
vrant
caractérisé en ce que
la première partie conductrice et la seconde par-
tie conductrice sont reliées l’une à l’autre par la
partie de facilitation de coupure (32).

2. Faisceau de câbles selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel le second élément couvrant couvre la partie
de facilitation de coupure à travers un espace ; et
dans lequel le premier élément couvrant est agencé
de façon à être inséré dans l’espace.

3. Faisceau de câbles selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel le premier élément couvrant couvre directe-
ment la partie de facilitation de coupure.

4. Faisceau de câbles selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel un matériau du premier élément couvrant est
différent d’un matériau du second élément couvrant.

5. Faisceau de câbles selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la partie de facilitation de coupure est une
partie conductrice du conducteur sur laquelle une
rainure est formée.

6. Faisceau de câbles selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la partie de facilitation de coupure est une
partie conductrice du conducteur sur laquelle une
fente est formée.

7. Faisceau de câbles selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la partie de facilitation de coupure est une
partie conductrice du conducteur dans laquelle un
trou de passage est formé.

8. Faisceau de câbles selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la partie de facilitation de coupure est une
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partie conductrice du conducteur comportant une
partie fine plus fine que les première et seconde par-
ties conductrices.
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